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What is the Alliance
for Workers’ Liberty?
Today one class, the working class, lives by selling its labour power to
another, the capitalist class, which owns the means of production.
Society is shaped by the capitalists’ relentless drive to increase their
wealth. Capitalism causes poverty, unemployment, the
blighting of lives by overwork, imperialism, the
destruction of the environment and much else. 
Against the accumulated wealth and power of the

capitalists, the working class has one weapon:
solidarity. 
The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty aims to build

solidarity through struggle so that the working class can overthrow
capitalism. We want socialist revolution: collective ownership of
industry and services, workers’ control and a democracy much fuller
than the present system, with elected representatives recallable at any
time and an end to bureaucrats’ and managers’ privileges. 
We fight for the labour movement to break with “social partnership”

and assert working-class interests militantly against the bosses.
Our priority is to work in the workplaces and trade unions,

supporting workers’ struggles, producing workplace bulletins, helping
organise rank-and-file groups.
We are also active among students and in many campaigns and

alliances. 

We stand for: 
● Independent working-class representation in politics.
● A workers’ government, based on and accountable to the labour
movement. 
● A workers’ charter of trade union rights — to organise, to strike, to
picket effectively, and to take solidarity action. 
● Taxation of the rich to fund decent public services, homes, education
and jobs for all. 
● A workers’ movement that fights all forms of oppression. Full
equality for women and social provision to free women from the burden
of housework. Free abortion on request. Full equality for lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender people. Black and white workers’ unity
against racism.
● Open borders.
● Global solidarity against global capital — workers everywhere have
more in common with each other than with their capitalist or Stalinist
rulers.
● Democracy at every level of society, from the smallest workplace or
community to global social organisation.
● Working-class solidarity in international politics: equal rights for all
nations, against imperialists and predators big and small. 
● Maximum left unity in action, and openness in debate. 
● If you agree with us, please take some copies of Solidarity to sell —
and join us!
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By Gerry Bates
Christine Shawcroft, a
long-standing left-wing
member of Labour’s Na-
tional Executive Commit-
tee, has been suspended
from the party and faces
disciplinary action in con-
nection with the removal
of Lutfur Rahman as
Tower Hamlets mayor.

Shawcroft, who is a for-
mer leader of the Tower
Hamlets Labour group, is
accused of supporting Rah-
man’s Tower Hamlets First
organisation against the
Labour Party. She denies
this.

In any case, the suspen-
sion is yet another example
of the arbitrary and unde-
mocratic nature of decision-
making in the Labour Party.

As Ken Livingstone, also an
NEC member and also pub-
licly sympathetic to Rah-
man, points out, he is facing
no disciplinary action. The
difference with Shawcroft is
they think they can get
away with it.

Moreover, there is a long
history of Labour right-
wingers supporting candi-
dates standing against
Labour left-wingers and re-
maining untouched.

Richard Mawrey, the
election judge who re-
moved Rahman from office,
devoted a chunk of his re-
port to pointing out how
disgracefully the ex-mayor
had been treated by the
Labour Party machine
when they removed him as
the Labour candidate.

From the viewpoint not
of Labour Party disciplinary

procedure but class-strug-
gle socialism, Shawcroft is
an apologist for Rahman’s
poor politics.

Like many on the left, she
ludicrously talks up his
record (in this case compar-
ing him to Sylvia Pankhurst
and George Lansbury), ig-
nores the communalist na-
ture of Tower Hamlets First,
and falsely presents the
electoral judgement against
him as a ruling-class, racist
conspiracy.

Nonetheless in removing
Shawcroft, the Labour lead-
ership want to remove a
prominent and popular left-
winger from future NEC
elections, as well as crack-
ing down on sympathy for
Rahman.
Shawcroft should be re-

instated.

Ian Lavery
for Labour
leader!
A group of Labour Party
members have
launched a campaign
for Ian Lavery to be the
next Labour leader.

Lavery, who is Labour
MP for Wansbeck in
Northumberland, is for-
mer president of the Na-
tional Union of
Mineworkers. During the
NUM’s great strike in
1984-5, he was the only
apprentice in the north
east region to refuse to go
to work; he was arrested
seven times during the
dispute.

The left should put for-
ward a candidate for
Labour leader, and in
many ways Lavery is an
excellent choice, as a for-
mer working-class activist
and trade unionist from a
region where UKIP is
strong. (On 7 May, the
Labour vote in Wansbeck
increased to 50 percent,
but UKIP jumped from
2.5 to 18.2 percent, only
just behind the Tories.)

It will be hard for a left
candidate to get on the
ballot paper because rules
say you need 15 percent
of MPs, or 35 MPs, for
that.
The labour movement

should argue for that
rule to be waived and
then changed.
• More at facebook.com/
Lavery4Leader

By Gemma Short
On Monday 20 April a 33
year old man died of a
heart attack in Yarls
Wood immigration deten-
tion centre.

The man, who has not
been named, was being
held with his wife and child
at the centre. He was
thought to have been
healthy and not on any
medication.

It is believed that the fam-
ily came to the UK on visi-
tor’s visas from their home
in India but were detained
at the airport. They have
been held in Yarls Wood for
two months. One detainee
told the Guardian that the
family “wanted to see the
UK” and that “the couple
have children back in

India”.
There have been 14

deaths in immigration re-
moval centres in the past 10
years. Medical Justice, a
charity which campaigns
for improvements in health-
care in detention and sends
volunteer doctors to Yarls
Wood, say the centre has in-
adequate health care facili-
ties. It is unclear if this was
a problem in this case.

In March this year a
Channel 4 undercover in-
vestigation found poor
standards of healthcare,
widespread self-harm
amongst detainees and
abuse by staff.

Staff were filmed refer-
ring to the mainly female
detainees as “animals”
“beasties” and “bitches”.
Several were recorded
threatening violence. Chan-

nel 4 also told the story of a
woman who miscarried
while being detained at
Yarls Wood. Pregnant
women are only meant to
be detained if their removal
from the country is immi-
nent, yet many pregnant

women are detained for
long periods at Yarls Wood.
People, including chil-

dren, are being detained
for long periods, in ap-
palling conditions, having
committed no crime. End
detentions!

Death at Yarlswood, end detention!

Reinstate Christine Shawcroft

Regroup and fightback: meeting for
members and friends of the AWL in London.
2pm Sunday 17 May, UCL (Pearson NE, G22
LT), Gower Street, London, WC1E 6BT.

Where now for Labour and the left? 
South London AWL discussion meeting
7.30pm Tuesday 19 May, New Cross
Learning, New Cross Road

March on the state opening of Parliament
Wednesday 27 May
Call from National Campaign Against Fees
and Cuts
http://on.fb.me/1PgtG80

Fight the cuts, fight for our future
Saturday 30 May
Day of action called by UKUncut
www.ukuncut.org.uk/blog

National demonstration, End Austerity
12 noon Saturday 20 June
Bank of England, Threadneedle Street

Take action against the Tories!
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By Theodora Polenta
Over 100 days have
passed since the popular
verdict of the Greek peo-
ple on 25 January, which
led to the formation of the
Syriza-Anel government.

If only on a symbolic
level — but symbolism has
its importance in working-
class politics — this govern-
ment is of a different
quality from the previous
once. We saw Alexis
Tsipras meeting and hug-
ging the reinstated cleaners
at the Ministry of Finance,
thanking them for their
class struggle, and key
members of the Syriza cabi-
net such as Katrougkalos
and Valavani joining the
cleaners’ celebrations. In the
ND-Pasok years ministers
were photographed at char-
ity galas for the “helpless
poor”.

However, in terms of
even a minimal redistribu-
tion of wealth, the govern-
ment has not handed much
back to the people. Neither
the minimum wage rise to
€751, nor collective bargain-
ing agreements, have been
restored. Nor has the 13th
month’s pension for low-in-
come pensioners passed
through parliament. Tsipras
has left the window open to
postpone to 2016 legislation
for the €12,000 income-tax
threshold and the abolition
of the regressive property
tax.

Since 25 January, the gov-
ernment has stopped the
implementation of the fur-
ther austerity measures
which the previous govern-
ment had promised. Just
that gives the government
time and support from a
large part of the working
class, even though the ini-
tial excitement has sub-
sided. The government’s
establishment of an audit
committee will allow for ad-
equate documentation to
expose the class nature of
the accumulation of debt.

But, since the govern-
ment’s deal with the euro-
zone finance ministers on 20
February, the government
has been pushed back fur-
ther and further in negotia-
tions. After each step
backwards, the next battle
starts from a worse posi-
tion, and, so long as the
government does not open
up discussion within the
Syriza membership and in
structures such as the trade
unions and neighbourhood
assemblies, it undermines
its own base.

Offered this or that

“something” by the Greek
government, the lenders
have so far responded with
a grandiose “nothing”. The
relationship exceeds that for
even a normal usurious
loan agreement. A parallel
would be to imagine, for ex-
ample, that one has a home
loan. You are paying the
bank in time and the bank is
guaranteed by the property.
However, the bank requires
in order to grant you the
next loan instalments that
you limit yourself to one
meal a day, cut the pocket
money of your children,
and sell your furniture.

In exchange for the “noth-
ing” provided so far from
the lenders to the govern-
ment, the lenders demand
not “something” but
“everything” from the gov-
ernment. 

The creditors have shifted
the “technical” negotiations
onto the issues of pensions,
labour rights and legisla-
tion, property tax, VAT,
etc., seeking the humiliation
and wholescale defeat of
the government. They de-
mand “labour market flexi-
bility” and “reform of the
pension system” as prereq-
uisites, even though those
are the last two remaining
“red lines” of the govern-
ment.

VAT RATE
One point that stands out
for its regressive nature
among those agreed by
the Greek side with the
creditors, is the creation
of a single VAT rate ar
16%, 17% or 18%.

It will replace the two ex-
isting rates 13% and 23%,
and the lower VAT rates on
the islands will be abol-
ished. This mean the trans-
fer of food, non-alcoholic
beverages, electricity, public
transport tickets, cinema
and concerts, restaurant
and coffee shop bills from
13% to a higher rate, and
the burden will fall dispro-
portionately on working-
class households.

Even if Merkel, Hollande,
and Juncker talk about a
conciliatory and pragmatic
approach and “honourable
compromise”, it is by no
means certain that the au-
tonomous power centres in
the multilateral negotia-
tions, such as the IMF, the
ECB, etc. accept that.

To cope with debt repay-
ments of around €6.5 billion
to date, the government
opted to freeze the liquid
assets of organizations in
the broader public sector.
At the heart of the govern-

ment’s negotiating strategy
is the idea that the Grexit is
“not an option” for the eu-
rozone leaders and there-
fore the government will be
able to implement its mini-
mum commitments in the
Thessaloniki declaration. As
long as Greece does not
“blink first”, “Europe will
not shoot itself in the foot”.

In fact the Greek govern-
ment has “shot itself in the
foot” by exhausting the liq-
uid assets of the public sec-
tor, i.e. exhausting its
strategic stocks. And what
happens when that gambit
is exhausted?

The 20 February deal
yielded no cash for Greece,
but committed the Greek
government to avoid “uni-
lateral actions”. The period
since then has shown that
this “no unilateral actions”
rule leaves no possibilities
for implementing even
traces of the Thessaloniki
plan, let alone of the com-
prehensive program of
Syriza.

The argument that the
“freezing” of the implemen-
tation of the program of
Syriza is temporary does
not withstand criticism:
those measures already la-
belled as unilateral actions
under the interim agree-
ment will be labelled that
way even more clearly in an
overall agreement in June, if
that happens.

Syriza itself, its political-
electoral dynamics, is the
genuine product of the class
struggle and the social rift
caused by Memorandum
policies in Greek society
after 2010. The political
scene was shaken violently
and reconstituted on the
class line of “Memorandum
versus anti-Memorandum,
austerity versus anti-auster-
ity”. 

Yet at Syriza’s conference

its program implementation
was disconnected from the
strategic goal of socialism.
In autumn 2014, the imple-
mentation of the Thessa-
loniki declaration was
disconnected from any idea
of confrontation with the
lenders and in substance
from the implementation of
the overall program of
Syriza. The Thessaloniki
program was disconnected
from plans for a progressive
redistributive taxation sys-
tem and a “Memorandum
for the Rich” which would
“make the rich pay for the
crisis”.

RED LINES
After the 20 February
deal, the abolition of the
Memorandum was forgot-
ten, and the axis of the
party’s policy and the
government shifted to de-
fence of the “four red
lines”: no new cuts in
pensions, no new wage
cuts and mass layoffs, a
halt on privatizations and
no to new tax burdens.

As the negotiations have
progressed, those “four red
lines” have been reduced to
two or fewer. The privatisa-
tions of the 14 regional air-
ports and the Piraeus port
will proceed.

The question is not why
the capitalist governments
of Greece’s “partners” fol-
low a policy of economic
suffocation. Syriza should
have been prepared for that.
The question is why Syriza
continues to pay debt instal-
ments while the other side
has taken such a hostile
stance.

Even to implement the
Thessaloniki declaration,
Syriza will have to move to
non-repayment of debt, na-
tionalisation of banks and
strategic sectors of the econ-
omy under workers’ and

social control and manage-
ment, full transparency and
democracy in production,
planning of the economy
for the needs of the people
and not for the profit of big
capital.

The Syriza leaders should
be open with Syriza’s rank
and file and its supporters.
They should prepare work-
ing class people, Syriza’s
rank and file, and the social
movements, for the possible
outcome if the government
refuses to bow to pressure
and the EU “partners” push
the country into a forced
exit from the euro.

If the government does
not do that, and keeps fail-
ing to meet the needs and
expectations of the people,
it runs the risk of causing
massive frustration and dis-
illusionment in its rank and
file and giving the establish-
ment parties time to pre-
pare their counter-attack.
Some of the latest polls give
Syriza a lead of less than 10
points when only a few
weeks ago that lead was ap-
proaching 25 points. The
risks are real — and the
worst thing the government
can do is to underestimate
them.

In this country with six
million people living in
poverty, there are 559
“Greek patriots” who
through the years of the cri-
sis saw their wealth rise to
€76 billion, equivalent to
45% of the country’s GDP.

The Syriza government
should impose a special
contribution tax on those
privileged Greeks. Even at a
at a nominal rate of 10%
that could raise €7.6 billion. 

In this country with 1.5
million unemployed, there
are 11 “Greek patriots” who
through the years of the cri-
sis saw their fortune in-
creasing from €16 billion in

2013 to €18 billion in
2014.The Syriza govern-
ment should impose a spe-
cial tax on these privileged
Greeks. At a nominal rate of
10% that would bring in
€1.5 billion.

In this country with
686,000 undernourished
children (Unicef report),
10% of the population saw
their wealth soar during the
crisis years. The Syriza gov-
ernment should impose a
special wealth tax, which
could raise at least €10 bil-
lion. 

Investigators have found
funds of Greek capitalists
held abroad totalling at
least €140 billion euros.
Euro. The Syriza govern-
ment should impose a spe-
cial contribution tax on that
wealth.

RUPTURE
The voices within Syriza
supporting an uncompro-
mising stance against the
EU “partners” have been
strengthened and multi-
ply. 

They explain that an “ho-
nourable compromise” is
unattainable and the only
realistic option is that of
rupture. Such statements
and articles play an impor-
tant role. But they are not
enough. 

Even more voices, from
the entire spectrum of the
components and tendencies
of Syriza, refer to the possi-
ble need for the government
to resort to the people in the
event of a deadlock, via a
referendum or via elections.
However, even in that case,
the political leadership of
Syriza cannot simply dele-
gate the decision to the elec-
torate. The role of the
political subject, Syriza, is to
take responsibility and di-
alectically lead the base.

The Central Committee of
the party must be convened
before any meaningful deci-
sions are taken at govern-
ment level. It must have the
opportunity to formulate
specific and detailed “red
lines” and direct choices
and moves that will follow
if these “red lines” are not
respected.
The members need the

opportunity to express
themselves on the
choices and alliances that
will determine the course
of the party and the gov-
ernment. It’s time for the
leadership of Syriza to lis-
ten to the party.

Syriza’s leaders must listen to the party

Tsipras meets reinstated Ministry of Finance cleaners. But what now?
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Did I “become” a socialist? I suppose I must have done.
Even those of us who in a different time and place might
have been dubbed “red diaper babies,” born to socialist
parents, must at some point make a conscious series of
decisions, which lead us to join the world’s greatest, and
most consistently defeated, political movement.

Like many people of my age, Palestine and Iraq were the
motivating factors in my early political involvement. I re-
member marches in solidarity with the Second Intifada in
Sheffield. I even remember when there were local Stop the
War groups. I had imbibed somehow from my environment
that all this killing was deeply wrong, that America was bad,
that Blair was a sell-out, and that something must be done. I
went to two meetings, Socialist Party (SP) and Socialist Work-
ers’ Party (SWP), and found the SP one more interesting.
There but for fortune, and all that.

Work in the SP was worthy if a bit plodding. We did a lot
of good stuff; campaigning to keep post offices open, sup-
porting the big bus strikes at South Yorkshire First, and
against the BNP when, in its heyday, it was building a pres-
ence on the housing estates of south Sheffield. I got a basic
education in Marxism, the idea that the working class is the
fundamental agent to bring about socialism, and the impor-
tance of actually being active in working class communities.
I’m still grateful for this.

As a teenage Bolshevik I must have been insufferable. My
righteous know-it-all anger knew no bounds. People who
were into “Make Poverty History” (remember that?) really
got on my wick. I was a buzzkill around all worthy causes,
except for socialism.

I didn’t encounter much of the left outside the SP. I was
from the wrong side of the city to have had much contact

with the rather peculiar Independent Socialist Youth Forum,
a laudable school student-led leftwing body which emerged
from the anti-war movement. So my political education was
rather confined to the SP’s own Millie tradition. I was real
working class and proud, like.

But before I beat the do-gooder middle class kids of mid-
Naughties west Sheffield over the head with the chip on my
shoulder, I’ll confess that I can hardly lay claim to the man-
tle of the autodidact. Yes, I am another one of those Russell
Group lefties (Cambridge, no less, old chap). But I didn’t
learn my leftism at university, a fact for which I am eternally
grateful.

Student politics never sat easily with me, partly because of
the chip on the shoulder, and partly because, in the pre-Mill-
bank days at least, so much of it was inconsequential chat-
ter. I was always happier doing the (usually derisory) weekly
party paper sale at the local shopping centre than facilitating
one of those jazz hands meetings in an occupied lecture hall.
I grew apart from the SP while at university, over their ap-
proach to student work, democracy, and, ultimately, trade
unionism as well, and eventually left without much fuss. 

SALVO
Millbank and the ensuing demonstrations happened just
after I left university. That movement, and the state’s vi-
olent response to it, was at once exhilarating and har-
rowing.

I think many of us saw it as potentially an opening salvo in
five years of bitter struggle against the Tory government. In
retrospect of course, nothing of the sort materialised on a
general sense.

The failure of the public sector unions to even land a glanc-
ing blow on the government over pensions in 2011, coupled
with my own nascent experiences in the trade union move-
ment, have pushed me to the belief that we need to rebuild
from the bottom up. I no longer have the faith I did as a kid

that “the unions” will swing into action if only they’re led by
better people. I don’t think it is the unions’ relationship with
Labour that is the primary problem holding them back;
rather it is the unions’ relationship to their own members.

There are times when, for whatever reasons, the burning
desire for a better world which drew me to socialism as a
teenager has been dulled. The Tory victory in this month’s
general election is stoking that fire up to a bit of a roar again.
As of recently, I’m a somewhat reluctant member of the
Labour Party, recognising that it remains — just about — the
political wing of the labour movement. As Tony Blair might
say, I feel the hand of history on my shoulder. 
I’ve no idea how long that historical relationship will

last. But I am still convinced that, whatever recomposi-
tion of the class, of parties, and of unions takes place,
the ideas of working class socialism remain the great
hope for the liberation of humanity. 

By Paul Vernadsky 
“Nationalise the top 200 monopolies” was for decades
the robotic answer to every political question parroted
by the Militant newspaper, which spawned the latter-day
Socialist Party and Socialist Appeal. 

The slogan was mechanically repeated by the “Millies”,
fetishising nationalisation and sometimes juxtaposed to the
equally important idea of workers’ control. It had an eerie as-
sociation with the bureaucratic state ownership of the Stal-
inist states. And it was often coupled with a reformist
conception of socialism introduced through an Enabling Act
in the Westminster parliament, evading the question of so-
cialist revolution and ruling class resistance to it. The slogan
has largely disappeared from their propaganda in recent
years.

With all these caveats in mind, perhaps the slogan “nation-
alise the top 200 monopolies” might yet breathe new life in
the climate movement. New research by financial specialists
has found that the top 200 publicly traded coal, oil and gas
companies now hold over 500 gigatonnes of carbon dioxide
in their fuel reserves, close to the total amount the world
could ever emit while keeping global warming below the
danger limit of 2oC.

These private firms are in the vanguard of efforts to exploit
fossil fuels in the Arctic, tar sands and deep sea waters, the
unconventional sources of “extreme energy” that will blow
the carbon budget in the coming decades. This will instigate
climate change on a scale and depth that threatens millions of
working class people and ultimately will undermine the ma-
terial basis for socialism (and perhaps modern society in gen-
eral) on the planet. 

The carbon reserves of the top 100 traded coal companies

and top 100 oil and gas companies were revealed by Fossil
Free Indexes (FFI), a US-based green consulting firm. Coal
India has the largest reserves on the coal list, while Gazprom
in the most on the oil and gas list. Other fossil fuel monsters
such as ExxonMobil, Shell, BP, BHP Billiton and Anglo
American all appear in the top 10. The FFI data shows that
the top 10 coal companies alone own over half the carbon in
the list, while the top 10 oil and gas companies own two-
thirds of the carbon in those fuels.

The political conclusion is clear: these multinational firms
must be brought under collective, democratic control, princi-
pally by the workers who work for them, if we are to halt
dangerous climate change. Taking control of just 200 firms
would make an enormous contribution to tackling climate
change, providing they were converted to more sustainable
and renewable forms of energy production, rationally plan-
ning the use of fossil fuels only where substitutes have so far
not been developed. 

This cannot simply be bureaucratic state ownership in the
manner of the old Stalinist states or the old nationalised in-
dustries, both of which were massive polluters and carbon
emitters. For one thing, on the global scale far more fossil
fuels — about 2,650 gigatonnes — are held by state-owned
companies, such as those in clerical fiefdoms of the Middle
East and state capitalist economies such as China and
Venezuela. Although these state-owned firms are run on a
capitalist basis and integrated into global market circuits of
capital (unless they are subjected to sanctions), most of all
they are models of economic dictatorship where workers in-
variably lack even the basic right to organise their own trade
unions, never mind exercise democratic control over produc-
tion. 

Climate scientists and economists estimate that overall, pri-
vate and state capital now have four to five times more fos-
sil fuels in existing reserves than can be safely burned. This
situation indicates how the capitalist mode of production is
leading towards climate barbarism: either these firms face an
asset bubble and another economic crash, or they burn these

reserves and fry the planet. The facts about their reserves
strengthen the case for rational, planned socialist relations of
production, where working people exercise democratic con-
trol over global means of production — including energy —
and organise that production for socially useful and ecolog-
ically sustainable needs. 

These forms of democratic collectivism are a much more
expansive vision than the blandishments of “nationalise the
top 200 monopolies”. They go much further than capitalist
states taking over private industry in order to cream off huge
surplus profits for revenue. But they highlight the need put
ownership and control at the centre of the reviving climate
movement. Small investment changes are not enough to
avert climate catastrophe — system change is necessary to
prevent dangerous climate change. It is workers that have
the power and interest to end their own exploitation and si-
multaneously prevent ecological degradation. 
Climate activists should work with (and indeed inside)

the labour movement to develop the only force capable
to replacing capitalism with a climate-compatible social-
ist alternative. 

We need to rebuild from the bottom up
How I became a socialist
By Edd Mustill

Even the left-led PCS backed down on pensions

Nationalise the top 200 monopolies to save climate
Climate Change

Protests in Washington DC after the Gulf of Mexico oil spill
disaster
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The Tories have won a 12-seat majority in the 7 May 2015
general election.

We face a government which has promised to continue and
increase cuts, and to bring in new anti-union laws which will
effectively ban large, multi-workplace public sector strikes.

Yet the small upturn of an industrial fightback which has
already begun as the economic slump eases off (for some, at
least), and unemployment recedes a bit (from 8.3% in No-
vember 2011 to 5.5% today) will continue.

The Tories have only 36.9% of the votes cast, 24% of the
electorate, almost the same number as in 2010. Most people
don’t like the Tories. Their parliamentary majority is small.
So long as activists remain resolute, the new Tory govern-
ment can be pushed back on many fronts, in the same way as
the Tories were often on the back foot in 1992-7, despite win-
ning re-election in 1992.

Ed Miliband’s combination of sporadic sallies against
“predators” and in favour of “working people” with com-
mitment to continued cuts; only microscopic, piecemeal ad-
ditional taxes on the rich or restrictions on big-business
profiteering; and no challenge to the banks — that combina-
tion didn’t work.

The bulk of the labour movement failed to challenge him.
Although all the big unions have, on paper, more left-wing
policies, none campaigned visibly on those policies during
the election or, by way of loud clear demands on the Labour
leadership, in the run-up.

The Socialist Campaign for a Labour Victory, which we
supported, got a better, wider response than we expected.
But it was starting from a low base in the labour movement
left. Some labour-movement-left bodies which nominally
backed the SCLV, such as the Labour Representation Com-
mittee, did not even summon up the energy to circulate and
publicise the campaign.

SLUMP
With the onset of the great economic slump in 2008, po-
litical shifts of some sort became likely. The sober fact
so far is that, with exceptions here and there, the left has
not gained seriously from the shaking-up effect of the
slump.

Protests against the cuts in Britain were loud and lively in
2010-11, but have diminished since then even as the cuts have
become more damaging. The Tories were able to make some
headway with the idea that the cuts were after all “neces-
sary”.

The strand in politics which has gained most from the
slump, not just in Britain but worldwide, has been different
sorts of “identity politics”. In Britain: the SNP and UKIP.
Elsewhere, very varied forms, in some cases very different
indeed: the BJP, ISIS, the Front National, Catalan national-
ism…

“Identity politics” comes in liberal or leftish variants as
well as its more organic hard-right variants; but even the lib-
eral or leftish variants are a hindrance in the fight against the
ruling class. The SNP was able to present itself as leftish de-
spite its record of cuts when governing Scotland. Its show-

ing on 7 May makes another referendum for Scottish separa-
tion likely. This signifies, essentially, that anger against the
Tories has been diverted into a nationalist blind alley instead
of into class struggle.

The labour movement and the left can combat that diver-
sion only by contesting the SNP from a position clearly to the
left of it, not by adaptation to nationalism.

The left-of-Labour efforts, TUSC and Left Unity, did
poorly, even when they had candidates quite well-known lo-
cally and a solid local group of campaign activists. What
makes that worse was that both groups decided to run not
on full socialist politics but on a trimmed-down “anti-cuts”
platform, hoping that would bring them electoral success
short-cutting the otherwise arduous process of winning peo-
ple to socialist ideas. Getting a small-but-solid result for an
explicit class-struggle socialist platform may be a real step
forward; registering that 0.4% of an electorate have voted
“against cuts” is not.

There is no way forward other than redoubled effort in
workplaces and within the labour movement to win the ar-
guments for socialism.

In 1992 there was a slightly similar election result. Most
people expected Labour, under Neil Kinnock, to win nar-
rowly; in fact the Tories won a fourth successive election vic-
tory.

The dismay on the left which followed that result was
widespread and harmful, possibly even more harmful than
the result itself. The dismay opened the way for Blair to pre-
vail in the labour movement after 1994. As for the Tory gov-
ernment, its credibility was shattered by a financial crisis,
within months of the election, in September 1992. 

Realistically, it now looks difficult to stop the new
Cameron administration triggering some developments
which will take us backwards: the separation of Scotland
(which Cameron doesn’t want, but which he is effectively
promoting); the collapse of the Labour Party in Scotland into
a rump, or maybe its formal winding-up; and the withdrawal
of rump-Britain from the EU (which Cameron is also effec-
tively promoting, and may or may not want). It will be
harder to resist those developments because much of the left
foolishly sees them as positive.

The point here, however, is that Cameron’s victory on 7
May does not at all guarantee that he can, for example, push
through cuts and anti-union laws as drastic as he wants.
The lesson for today is: don’t mourn, don’t mope, don’t

mumble. Organise!

The election of a majority Tory government
has given the ruling class the confident, fight-
ing government it needs to carry out its war
against us.

So confident that only four days after being
elected, senior Tory ministers are boasting about
the new anti-union laws they will outline in the
Queen’s Speech on 27 May.

Anti-union laws will further demoralise our
labour movement at a time when it needs to be
as bold in fighting for our class as the Tories are
in fighting for theirs. Workers’ Liberty is nearly
unique on the British left in arguing for the trans-
formation of the labour movement, for industrial
organisation from the workplace up — not just
pushing for the election of “left-wing leaders”.

We have not picked these ideas out of thin air,
we have thought about them, studied historical
examples, and talked to trade unionists and so-
cialists across the world. We try to act as the
memory of our class, and our class is certainly
going to need a memory bank of ideas and tools
for the fight ahead.

Due to having greater capacity in our office we
have been able to respond to the election quickly,
writing articles, talking to activists and organis-
ing a day school on “where next?” for 17 May.

To do this we need funds. We rely on contri-
butions from workers and students like you! So
please consider:

• Getting a subscription to our weekly news-
paper, Solidarity — workersliberty.org/subscribe 

• Taking out a monthly standing order. 
• Making a one-off donation 
• Organising a fundraising event in your local

area 
• Committing to do a sponsored activity and

asking others to sponsor you 
• Buying some of our books, posters, autocol-

lants or pamphlets 
For information on standing orders or how to

donate visit workersliberty.org/donate For more
ideas and information on fundraising visit work-
ersliberty.org/fundraising
Thanks this week to Ed, David, Sam and

Pat. So far we have raised £2944. 

Help us raise
£15,000

Regroup and fight back!

Most people don’t like the Tories, but they won the election;
Labour failed to mobilise working-class votes

Fight planned new
anti-strike law
The Tories, voted into government by 24% of
the electorate, plan to ban public sector
strikes unless at least 40% of the workforce
vote for the strikes in the ballot. This would
effectively outlaw almost all large public
sector strikes.
The unions and Labour should start

campaigning now to beat this threat.
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By Daniel Randall
Over the five years of the coalition government, the
labour movement failed to mount any consistent fight (ei-
ther industrially or politically) against it. Had it done so,
and had it forced the Labour Party to respond to that
fight, we might be looking at a different election result.

The capitulations of the last five years have to give way to
a new spirit of belligerence. With many in the Tory party
committed to pursuing new restrictions on unions’ ability to
organise and take action, the government may be about to go
to war on our movement. We have to be ready to respond.

The 2010-2015 balance sheet makes for grim reading.
Pitched battles like the public sector pensions fight of 2011
were sabotaged, de-escalated, and sold out. The public sector
pay fight of 2014 was a shabby rerun on an even less ambi-
tious scale. Politically, well-intentioned but relatively token
and unambitious efforts like the NUT’s “Stand Up For Edu-
cation” campaign, or the rail unions’ “Action for Rail” coali-
tion, have been the only attempts to positively assert
working-class political demands.

There has been working-class resistance, of course. Some
local industrial battles have won gains, such as the 3 Cosas
campaign at the University of London and the Ritzy Cinema
workers’ strikes, and inspiring social struggles such as those
of the Focus E15 mothers have emerged and won victories.
But these have been the exceptions, not the rule, and often
these campaigns have been forced to the fringes of the move-
ment — under resourced and staffed by beleaguered volun-
teers — because of the conservatism, inertia, and political
timidity of mainstream labour movement officialdom.

The first step to regrouping and rebuilding, then, is to
make our movement fight. No more token one-day strikes,
launched too late to make a difference and then unilaterally
suspended. No more “mañana militancy”, promising the
next battle will be fought full tilt, but surrendering on
today’s. Every campaign, every local dispute, every strike,
must be amplified and helped to win. A movement on a war
footing, that seeks opportunities for combativeness rather
than finding excuses for passivity, is a prerequisite to any
progressive change.

Don’t abandon the terrain in the Labour Party,
but don’t limit the horizons either
The Labour Party is in political crisis. That is a tumult into
which organised labour and the socialist left must inter-
vene and assert ourselves. Abandoning the terrain to the
Blairites, without even attempting to shape the outcome
of that crisis, would be disastrous. 

For over a year, there has been talk of Unite, the largest af-
filiated union, breaking from the Labour Party. Paul Kenny,
the leader of the GMB, Labour’s third-biggest affiliated
union, has indulged in similar disaffiliationist posturing, as
far back as 2012. Dave Ward, the new general secretary of the
CWU (the fourth biggest affiliate) distinguished himself from
his incumbent rival Billy Hayes by demagogic appeals to
anti-Labour (and, often, anti-political) sentiment. If any of

these three unions, or any other, were to disaffiliate from
Labour without a substantial fight, and if it were then to
lurch into a pick-and-mix, candidate-by-candidate approach
to politics, that would be a huge setback.

Rather than ducking the fight with the Labour leaders, and
seeking better “value for money” elsewhere (the “payment-
by-results” approach advocated by Jerry Hicks and others),
the unions and the left need to push the historic, and ulti-
mately untenable, contradiction the Labour Party has always
represented right up to (and, if necessary, past) its limits. The
left should mount a leadership challenge (John McDonnell
MP is the obvious candidate), to make the case for genuine
working-class political representation and socialist politics.
The links established through the Socialist Campaign for a
Labour Victory, which Workers’ Liberty and others ran dur-
ing the election, can contribute to that. 

All unions, affiliated and not, should be challenged to back
that fight. When McDonnell challenged Gordon Brown for
the leadership in 2007, members of the Unite United Left – a
broad left caucus within Unite – held a majority on the Unite
Executive. But, staggeringly, although UUL itself backed Mc-
Donnell, its supporters on the Unite Executive failed to use
their majority to secure Unite’s backing for McDonnell, and
the union backed Brown.

That is the dynamic which characterises the big unions’ re-
lationship, and particularly Unite’s relationship, to the
Labour leadership for the last decade: demagogic posturing
when it suits them, but complete acquiescence when it comes
to the crunch. If Unite had even consistently fought for its
own policies within Labour, it could have used its weight to
force it to campaign in the election on an anti-austerity plat-
form. Instead, Unite and other union delegates to Labour’s
National Policy Forum made sure pro-austerity policies were
passed. That acquiescence has to end.

Faced with a genuine campaign of combative union self-
assertion, within and against the Labour Party, the Blairites
may move to sever (or reform out of existence) the link with
the unions sooner than the 2019 deadline for the implemen-
tations of the recommendations of the Collins Review (which
unions also failed to oppose at the time). Forcing a break on
the momentum of such a fight would be vastly preferable to
unions hiving off, one by one, in demoralisation and despair.

Left-wing Channel 4 journalist Paul Mason has bombasti-
cally predicted that Unite breaking from the Labour Party
would lead to an “English Syriza”. If only it were that simple.
Syriza itself was not created by individual unions peeling
away from the official social democratic party, but through
long years of splits and fusions in Greek’s radical left milieu.
It is unlikely that model can be easily replicated here.

Nevertheless, it is not our job to defend the structural in-
tegrity of the existing Labour Party for its own sake. Our as-
piration should be genuine, independent, working-class
political representation: a party based on and accountable to
the industrial labour movement, which acts in Parliament
and wider politics for our class in the way that the Tories, the
Lib Dems, and New Labour have acted for the bosses.

Winning such a party will involve a radical transformation,
and probably the explosion, of the current relationship the

majority of organised labour has to politics (i.e., the Labour-
union link). But the means of that transformation (whether
it is affected by splits and recompositions resulting from
combat, or whether it simply crumbles through passive dis-
affiliation and meek acceptance of the Blairite ambition to
turn the British Labour Party into the US Democrats) matters
a great deal.

Their plan and ours: be bold!
The project of the 2010-2015 coalition government,
which will undoubtedly accelerate and expand now, has
been to use the economic crisis that began in 2007 to
screw down social costs for the ruling class, and to re-
make society along more rigidly neo-liberal, market-
driven, and privatised lines. The Tories have had a clear,
definitive plan.

Labour has not. Despite Ed Miliband’s attempts to nudge
the party back in the direction of mildly social-democratic re-
form, Labour’s campaign fell between two stools. It half at-
tempted to foreground its social democratic policies on the
NHS, zero-hours contracts, wages, etc., but consistently lim-
ited itself in the attempt by insisting that it had to operate
within the framework of Tory-dictated “fiscal responsibil-
ity”. It offered alternative, and, for the most part, better, poli-
cies than the Tories on many issues, but by accepting the
Tories’ framework, these policies appeared as a wish-list,
presented late in the day, rather than a coherent alternative
vision for organising society.

But the revolutionary socialist left too has suffered from an
abject lack of political ambition. TUSC, the main far-left elec-
toral effort, based its campaign on opposition to “cuts”. All
the other parties wanted some cuts, it said. TUSC was the
party that wanted no cuts. Its platform included many worth-
while demands, but was not a sharp propaganda effort to
promote those demands, and synthesise them into a coherent
political programme, but rather a lowest-common-denomi-
nator punt on the idea that there was some body of people in-
habiting an “anti-austerity” space to Labour’s left that, if they
(TUSC) positioned themselves correctly, they could corral.
That strategy has not been vindicated.

A socialist consciousness — that is, a conscious, self- and
mutually-educated ownership of socialist ideas — can only
be built by consistently promoting and arguing for the poli-
cies and demands that can link our day-to-day struggle with
a struggle for working-class social power. In the parlance of
the Trotskyist left, this has been called a “transitional pro-
gramme”. The “transitional demands” we need now must be
bold, ambitious, and must respond to the questions our
workmates, neighbours, and friends are asking of the soci-
ety around us.

We need demands like:
• Expropriate the banks, tax the rich
• Repeal the anti-union laws; for a positive charter of

workers’ rights
• Public ownership of industry; genuine democratic social

control, not bureaucratic nationalisation
• Living wages and living benefits
• A mass programme of social housing construction
• Free education; democratise schools, colleges, and uni-

versities
• Reverse cuts and privatisation in the NHS and other pub-

lic services; rebuild the health service
• End the scapegoating of migrants; resist right-wing pres-

sure to leave the EU; open borders
• Democratic reform; abolish the monarchy and the House

of Lords; for a democratic federal republic of England, Scot-
land, and Wales, with constituent assemblies elected by pro-
portional representation.

These are not catchpenny demands designed to capture or
mirror back an existing “mood”. In some cases, such as open
borders, they are ideas that are positively marginal and cur-
rently rejected by most working-class people. Others, such
as the demand for a democratic federal republic (rather than
secession for Scotland and Wales), or opposition to with-

How to regroup and fight back

By Pete Radcliff
On Monday 11 May, a packed meeting of Beeston North Labour
Party branch (in Broxtowe constituency, Nottingham) voted to
initiate a broad local labour movement conference to discuss
the way forward for the movement after the Tories’ election
victory.
The meeting debated the resolution for well over an hour,

but in the end there was only one vote against.
The motion is going forward to Broxtowe CLP on 28 May,

but the branch agreed to move forward in contacting other
labour movement organisations immediately.

The motion focuses on five areas: organising a fightback
and demanding Labour Party support for it; opposing
nationalist anti-migrant and anti-Europe agitation; opposing
further division between Scottish and English workers; sorting
out the left’s electoral strategy; and opposing a Blairite
coronation for the new Labour leader.
We need the broadest possible labour movement discussion

about how we get organised and fight back, and the ideas
underpinning that. Could you initiate a similar conference in
your area?
• For the text of the Beeston North resolution, see

bit.ly/1cNq6Bh

Nottingham conference to discuss fightback
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drawal from the EU, are marginal even on the far-left.
But we cannot hope to popularise them or make them less

marginal except by raising them consistently, within the con-
text of a programme which starts from the logic of our cur-
rent struggles. The boldness required is the difference
between attempting to create a political “space”, through the
hard work of agitation and education in our workplaces and
communities, and cynical attempts to manoeuvre into some
existing space where people are already imagined to be by
mirroring back to them slightly more radical versions of the
ideas we presume them to already hold.

These wouldn’t be demands that we’d orient towards the
state, necessarily, as if we expect a Tory government to im-
plement them. They are demands that make up part of our
own political narrative, our own plan for remaking society,
just as the Tory policies of cuts and privatisation make up
theirs.

Capital make concessions to labour either when we are
strong enough to simply overwhelm it and impose ourselves,
or when it is too scared of the consequences of not making
concessions. For either condition, a conscious programme —
a working-class socialist alternative to austerity — is neces-
sary.

Organise the unorganised
The organised labour movement is at its lowest ebb for
a generation. From a height of 14 million members in
1979, there are now half that number of trade unionists
in Britain. More alarmingly, there are around 65% fewer
elected union reps, and the average shop steward is 47
years old.

The labour movement must rebuild. That must mean an
outwards push into new industries and sectors, including
those, such as high street retail and call centres, reckoned in
much labour-movement opinion to be too hard to organise —
due to high turnover of staff, anti-union managements, or a
variety of other excuses.

Here and there, there are attempts, or half-attempts, often
at a local level, to undertake such work: the “Hungry for Jus-
tice” campaign for fast food workers’ rights, sponsored by
the Bakers’ Union, Unite’s hotel workers project, or the em-
bryonic “Union Town” initiative in Brixton. “Independent”
union initiatives like the Independent Workers’ Union of
Great Britain (IWGB), some Industrial Workers of the World
(IWW) projects, and “United Voices of the World”, a split
from the IWGB, have had, in some places, successes in or-

ganising groups of workers marginalised or ignored by other
unions, and in the case of IWGB particularly have built an
impressive culture that combines industrial organisation and
militancy with a social and cultural “union way of life”.
Those experiences should be brought in from the margins
and made the rules, rather than the exceptions.

The labour movement also needs to organise unemployed
workers. The Unite Community project has many positives,
although is ultimately a reflection of the bureaucracy of its
parent body. Its activists need to be part of a conversation
about how the labour movement can make itself the hub for
struggles that take place outside the workplace, on issues like
benefits, housing, and more.

Challenge nationalisms from the left
The SNP whitewash in Scotland is bad news for social-
ism. If we are entering a period where people feel more
and more compelled to vote along “national” lines, that
cuts against any attempt to rebuild working-class poli-
tics.

That the SNP were able to convincingly present themselves
as opponents of austerity, when their record in Holyrood
(and, indeed, their actual policies) so obviously prove the op-
posite, is an indication of the weakness of working-class con-
sciousness — or rather, its confiscation into a cross-class
project to boost an independent Scottish capitalism.

But nationalism is on the rise south of the border too. While
Ukip’s result was, fortunately, not as bad as expected, close
to four million votes for a far-right, anti-migrant nationalist
party indicates that the appeal by both Tories and Labour to
“English” and “British” national identities in the Scottish ref-
erendum has helped boost racism. The labour movement
cannot challenge nationalism in Scotland by counterposing
the de facto nationalism of support for the status quo. We
must pose our own, progressive alternative to the current
union: a democratic federal republic, with open borders. This
must be part of a wider anti-racist push that makes the tough,
currently-unpopular arguments against immigration con-
trols and seeks to develop an internationalist working-class
identity based on mutual solidarity.

A campaign for democratic and constitutional reform that
is republican, anti-racist, and internationalist can resolve le-
gitimate aspirations for greater self-determinations without
leading us down the blind alley of nationalism, on either
“side”.

Transform our movement
To make real gains, we need a vastly more democratic
and responsive movement than the one we have. 

We need unions in which local branches can call industrial
action, and in which all officers are elected, recallable, and
paid an average workers’ wage. We need structural reform to
reorganise our unions along industrial lines, ending the
ridiculous state-of-affairs where (to give one example) teach-
ers in a school might be in any one of three or more different
unions, and the teaching assistants with whom they share a
workplace and an employer might be in any one of another
three. We need real power for self-organised networks of
women workers, black workers, LGBT workers, and disabled
workers within the labour movement, to put liberation strug-
gles at the heart of the labour movement’s agenda. We need
organisation and decision-making structures in unions de-
volved as close to the workplace as possible, to ensure that
the union is, fundamentally, a tool workers can use to fight
for change at work.

None of this is to say that no fightback is possible until we
have remade the movement. Local struggles will inevitably
emerge, which must be amplified and proliferated wherever
possible. And it is not in the interests of even the most con-
servative labour bureaucrat to respond with complete and
utter passivity in the face of a Tory onslaught. The union
leaders will inevitably launch some struggles, however min-
imal or inadequate, which grassroots militants in the move-
ment must attempt to push beyond the limits the leaders set
for them.

But without a substantial transformation of the labour
movement, there will always be hurdles on our own side
over which we will have to jump before we even begin to
confront the obstacles that capital and its state place in our
path. To make our class fit to rule, we must first make our
movement fit to fight.

Why “labour”?
Why focus on “labour” at all? Why not aim for a broader
alliance against austerity, in which organised workers
might be one stakeholder, but play no privileged or lead-
ing role, participating instead as a partner alongside
other stakeholders?

The answer, simply, is capitalism. As long as we live in a
world based on the drive for profit, and as long as that profit
is created by a minority class exploiting the labour of a ma-
jority to create value, the conflict between workers and boss
is not just one struggle amongst many, but the struggle with
a unique, integral potential to overthrow the rule of profit.

This is not to suggest that struggles which take place out-
side of the workplace are irrelevant, or of secondary impor-
tance. Although capitalism as a social relation is
fundamentally expressed in the relationship between worker
and boss, that is not its only expression: it expresses itself too
in the relationship between benefit claimant and state, be-
tween landlord and tenant, between debt-saddled student
and millionaire Vice Chancellor, between police brutality and
black community. And there are other struggles, such as the
struggle against the oppression of women, and struggles
against religious oppression, that pre-date capitalism (al-
though they are mediated today through capitalist relations). 

But it is organised labour, the self-organisation of workers
at the point where capitalism most fundamentally “hap-
pens”, that has the potential to be the hub to which all of
these other struggles are spoked – not as subordinate ele-
ments, or as potential distractions, but as elements of an or-
ganic whole, a totalising, working-class fightback against
capital.

In the bleak aftermath of the election, in a moment when
our movement is weak, disorganised, and misled, and at a
time when the ideas of revolutionary-democratic libertarian
socialism seem utterly marginal, that working-class fightback
can seem very distant.
But a fightback will occur. How successful it is de-

pends on the extent to which socialists in the labour
movement have managed to affect the regroupment de-
scribed in this article. The attempt to do that begins now,
with each of us recommitting to our basic task: to agi-
tate, educate, and organise for socialism.

CLASS STRUGGLE
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By Ann Field
Winning just one seat in Scotland, the Scottish Labour
Party was annihilated as an electoral force, and possibly
as any kind of political force, on 7 May.

On being elected Scottish Labour leader last December, Jim
Murphy said: “I am confident we will hold all the Westmin-
ster seats we have.”

In January he criticised the SNP for being “sluggish, lethar-
gic and off the pace.”

By February of this year Murphy was predicting that
Labour would increase the number of seats it held in Scot-
land: “We plan to hold all that we have, and we are going
after (Lib Dem) East Dunbartonshire as well.”

But back in the real world, satisfaction rates with Murphy’s
role as Scottish Labour leader had slumped to minus 19 by
April, the lowest for any of the party leaders in Scotland

On election day Labour won just 24% of the vote, and one
seat in the whole of Scotland. Murphy’s own seat saw a 32%
swing to the SNP on an 81% turnout, underlining how com-
mitted his own constituents were to kicking him out.

The “sluggish and lethargic” SNP, on the other hand, won
50% of the vote, and 56 out of 59 seats (compared with just six
seats in 2010). 

Murphy blamed the party for its defeat: “It’s proven hard
to turn round years of difficulty with the Scottish Labour
Party in just five short months. … I will continue to lead Scot-
tish Labour as we fight for our progressive policies.”

The SNP entered the election campaign knowing that 81%
of “yes” voters in last September’s referendum were going
to vote SNP. With those votes already in the bag, it focused
on attacking the Lib Dems for having been in coalition with
the Tories, and on Labour for selling out on its principles.

As one of the SNP’s leaflets used throughout Scotland put
it: “Labour used to stand up to the Tories. Not any more.
Labour and the Tories campaigned together in the referen-
dum. And they voted together at Westminster for deeper
spending cuts. The only way to lock out the Tories and force
Labour back to its roots is to vote SNP.”

The claim that a vote for the SNP would force Labour
“back to its roots” was nonsense. The SNP does not want
Labour to go “back to its roots”, and if Labour did the SNP
would still oppose it.

And lots of people did vote SNP but that did not lock the
Tories out of office.

Further, SNP criticism of Labour for not standing up to the
Tories and backing spending cuts was deeply hypocritical. 

The SNP’s own manifesto required cuts in public spend-
ing (albeit at the end of the parliamentary cycle). In Holyrood
and in local authorities it has not stood up to Tory austerity
but implemented it.

Even so, the attacks on Labour for not standing up to the
Tories, for collaborating with the Tories in the referendum
campaign, and for supporting more spending cuts struck a
chord with broad swathes of the electorate. Because, how-
ever hypocritical they might be, they were true.

Labour has failed to be an effective opposition in Parlia-
ment over the past five years. The Labour election manifesto
committed a Labour government to more cuts in public
spending.

Disastrously, and without any consultation with Scottish
Labour’s affiliates, the leadership decided to set up a Labour-
Tory-Lib-Dem alliance (“Better Together”) as the vehicle for
campaigning for a “no” vote in the referendum, with politi-
cians of the three parties appearing on the same platform.

But perhaps the biggest single factor accounting for
Labour’s humiliation in Scotland was the fact that its leader
was Jim Murphy.

Murphy is an unreconstructed Blairite. He represents the
politics which allowed the SNP to win voters away from
Labour. He backed Blair’s wars, supported tuition fees, voted
for the benefits cap and did not bother to turn up to vote
against the bedroom tax.

He backed the Blairite candidate in the 2010 Labour Party
leadership contest, opposed Miliband’s decision not to back
Tory plans for military intervention in Syria, and went out of
his way to publicly attack Unite at the time of the Ineos dis-
pute and the Falkirk re-selection contest.

JOBS
On election as Scottish Labour leader he dished out jobs
in the bureaucracy to his Blairite friends — including the
appointment as his chief of staff of John McTernan, self-
confessed admirer of Thatcherism.

Whatever the limitations, it is certainly true that Labour
shifted to the left under Miliband and that its election mani-
festo contained a raft of policies to raise taxes on the rich and
big business, defend the NHS, freeze private sector rents and
energy prices, and scrap some (but nowhere near enough) of
the Con-Dem legislation.

But in the election campaign in Scotland all of this was ob-
scured by the fact that the SNP was able to masquerade as
the “real” Labour Party, and by the fact that Labour was led
by someone whose own political record was in direct contra-
diction to Labour’s more left-wing manifesto commitments.

In fact, although the SNP poured resources into selected
constituencies, in many others it did little or no canvassing,
or leafletting. And yet it still won with a swing of around
30%. 

An outsider observing arguments on the doorstep might
well have concluded that Labour was led by a man called
Tony Blair who had just invaded Iraq. The SNP’s national
and media campaign was so effective that it squeezed out

any discussion about what Labour was advocating now, in
2015, in this election.

And just to give the SNP an even bigger boost, in the final
week of the election campaign Labour in Scotland ran on the
theme of the alternative: “Labour’s Fairer Economy or An-
other SNP Referendum”. It did nothing to help Labour, but
it certainly must have helped consolidate the SNP vote. (Mur-
phy and McTernan were making a pitch for Tories to vote
tactically in cities such as Aberdeen and Edinburgh. It didn’t
work.)

The general election result was a dream come true for the
SNP: A Tory government in Westminster, and absolute SNP
political domination in Scotland. With the Holyrood elections
only 12 months away, the SNP is well on course to a clean
sweep in those elections, a second referendum, and inde-
pendence.

The Labour Party in Scotland has been out of power in
Holyrood since 2007 and controls only a handful of councils.
The Labour Party has now been out of power at Westminster
since 2010. To demonstrate what it can achieve when in
power, it has to go back to Blair. And that is a problem in it-
self.

The SNP is consolidating an electoral base for which voting
SNP is becoming as natural and engrained as voting Labour
used to be in the Central Belt: first-time voters in the referen-
dum who voted “yes”, who then went on to vote SNP in the
general election, and who are guaranteed to vote SNP in next
year’s Holyrood elections.

These are not disillusioned ex-Labour voters. These are
voters who see Labour as the party of Blairism, Trident, war
in Iraq, public spending cuts and, most toxic of all, Jim Mur-
phy and collaboration with the Tories. They are predomi-
nantly young.

There will probably be a concerted push in the Scottish re-
gions of Labour-affiliated unions to disaffiliate from the
Labour Party. A majority of trade unionists must have voted
SNP on 7 May.

The union bureaucrats are unlikely to offer any resistance
or any alternative. A layer of the bureaucracy already backs
the SNP, or has even joined it – far better a few crumbs from
the table of the SNP than fighting for union policies in the
Labour Party and organising a working-class fightback. 

Politics in Scotland will shift even further away from class
and class-struggle politics to a politics of national identity
and Scotland versus Westminster. Anyone on the left who
sees the SNP’s crushing of Labour as creating an opening for
socialist politics needs to wake up.

The day after the election debacle, Murphy has said he
would continue as leader as it would take time for “the divi-
sions of the referendum to fade back into distinctions be-
tween left and right.”
This is true. The problem is that Murphy represents the

right and everything which cost Labour all-bar-one of its
seats in Scotland. If Labour is to survive in Scotland, then
the first precondition is that Murphy and his hangers-on
such as McTernan are forced out. 

Where now for Scottish Labour?

By Sacha Ismail
The context for the rise of UKIP was set by two things:
their sustained electoral intervention over two decades,
and the failure of the labour movement to fight austerity.

UKIP was founded in 1995; the first general election it
stood in was 1997, when it got 0.3 percent. In 2001 it got 1.5
percent; in 2005 2.2 pc; in 2010 3.1 percent. It used European
elections and local elections to build its base. As far back as
the 2009 Euro-election it won 18.8%. UKIP has had ups and
downs, splits, crises. But it has been able to weather these in
part because it has a consistent project, consistently worked
at.

On the left? The Socialist Alliance (which we were in) first
stood in the 2001 general election; later in 2001 the SP with-
drew, then in 2003 the SWP shut it down. Instead of an or-
ganisation and political (including electoral) profile that large

numbers of people at least get to know and can become inter-
ested in, we have had one different front after another (Re-
spect, No2EU, TUSC, Left Unity). None of these projects
represented serious unity on the basis of anything like work-
ing-class socialist politics. 

Clearly UKIP was aided by the prevalence of nationalist,
anti-migrant, etc, ideas in society, ideas promoted by the
“mainstream” parties. During the first two years of the Coali-
tion, however, its support was not much higher than in 2010.
The last five polls of 2011 had it on an average of 3.6 percent:
last one 4 percent. A year later, UKIP’s last-five average was
10 percent: last poll 15 percent.

2011 was the year which saw the most fightback against
the Coalition’s cuts drive. The student revolt of winter 2010-
11 was quickly followed by an enormous TUC demonstra-
tion in March; then half a million public sector strikers in
June; then more than two million in November. This was also
the period which saw the beginning of the “Arab Spring”,

with political Islam on the back foot and big workers’ move-
ments in Tunisia and Egypt. Things were moving and the far
left grew. Soon the “Arab Spring” turned sour, as counter-
revolutionary forces fought back and political Islam re-
asserted itself. In Britain, having insisted in putting all the
movement’s eggs in the basket of the public sector pensions
fight, the trade union bureaucracies closed the dispute down.

The Tories were emboldened and every struggle against
austerity was made much harder. The Labour leadership be-
came entrenched in a pro-cuts position.

That situation and the feelings of disappointment and
hopelessness it created were the context for UKIP’s populist-
nationalist revolt against the “establishment” to take off and
gain traction with huge numbers of working-class people. 
From March-April 2012 its polling started to climb.

Labour was in the lead for a long time after that: how it
lost that lead to the Tories is another, but related story.

More on workersliberty.org. The left’s role in the 2015
election debacle: bit.ly/1Pg89MN

The decline of fightback and the rise of UKIP

Jim Murphy must go
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By Martin Thomas
Just over forty years ago, on 30 April 1975, the Vietnam
war ended. The Stalinist National Liberation Front swept
into Saigon, and the US Embassy was hurriedly evacu-
ated by helicopter from its roof. Two and a half weeks
earlier, on 12 April 1975, the Cambodian Stalinists had
triumphed, seizing the capital, Phnom Penh.

For the previous ten years or more, big demonstrations
against the US war in Vietnam had been a major route by
which tens of thousands of young people came into revolu-
tionary socialist politics.

The demonstrators not only denounced the corruption and
authoritarianism of the various tinpot dictators of South Viet-
nam, propped up entirely by US power. They not only soli-
darised with young people in the USA who did not want to
be conscripted to fight in Vietnam. They not only indicted
the brutality of the US war, epitomised by US commanders’
comment that in Vietnam they “had to destroy a city to save
it”, and in Cambodia they were “bombing the country back
into the Stone Age”.

They made all those protests, and rightly. But the demon-
strators also felt that they were identifying with proof that
courageous struggle by poor people, with small resources,
could defeat the huge power of the world plutocracy.

A popular slogan on the demonstrations coupled applause
for North Vietnamese dictator Ho Chi Minh with a celebra-
tion of militancy: “Ho, Ho, Ho Chi Minh/ We shall fight and
we shall win”.

By 1973 the US had already given up on victory in Viet-
nam. It signed a peace deal calling for the withdrawal of US
forces. After an uneasy lull, the forces aligned with the Viet-
namese Communist Party swept through the South in 1975.
Triumph!

And then... Within four years the CP regime in Cambodia
had killed about two million people, by forced evacuations
from the cities, starvation and forced labour, and political
mass murder.

The bloodshed was stemmed only by an invasion of Cam-
bodia in December 1978 by the Vietnamese government,
which introduced a more “normal” Stalinist regime into
Cambodia.

From Vietnam itself something over a million fled as “boat
people”, preferring to risk their lives in rickety boats on the
ocean than to stay under the police state established after the
CP victory. Most of the “boat people” fled after 1978 when,
with increasing conflict between China and Vietnam, life be-
came very difficult for the large Chinese minority in Vietnam.
China and Vietnam fought a border war in February-March
1979.

Already, before then, the Stalinist regime in south Vietnam
had jailed something like one million people without formal
charge or trials, and maybe over 150,000 people had died in
“re-education camps”.

And then again... From 1986 the Vietnamese CP govern-
ment abandoned its socialist pretences and switched to a pol-
icy oriented to the capitalist world market and to drawing in
foreign investment, while maintaining its Stalinist regime.

There is no way of exactly measuring the impact of all this
on the activists in the West which had been brought into pol-
itics through demonstrations over Vietnam, on their morale
or on their ability to speak convincingly to workers who rea-
sonably concluded that a moderated capitalism would be
better than Stalinist horrors. But after 1975 many thousands
of would-be revolutionary activists scattered, lapsed into in-
activity or moved to the right politically. Italy, for example,
had three large revolutionary-left organisations (with daily
papers, TV stations, and tens of thousands of activists) in
1975. All were “soft-Maoist”. They saw themselves as anti-
Stalinist, but also saw China’s Cultural Revolution and the
Vietnamese Communist Party’s militancy against US imperi-
alism as models of liberatory revolutionary action.

By 1980 all had collapsed or dwindled into rump groups.
The brutal exposure by events of the naivety and credulity
of those “soft Maoists” cannot but have been a big factor in
it.

The American author Susan Sontag’s comment in 1982
sums it up: “Imagine, if you will, someone who read only the
Reader’s Digest [a notoriously crude, right-wing, ‘Cold War’
magazine] between 1950 and 1970, and someone in the same
period who read only The Nation or the New Statesman [left-

ish news-magazines]. Which reader would have been better
informed about the realities of Communism? The answer, I
think, should give us pause”.

Enthusiasm for the courage of the Vietnamese CP had been
pretty much universal on the activist left, and not just among
“soft Maoists”. The Mandelite current called the Vietnamese
CP “empirical revolutionaries”. The SWP-UK, then called IS,
theoretically held that North Vietnam was state-capitalist,
but in practice was only slightly less enthusiastic than the
Mandelites. The “state-capitalist” label meant only some-
thing like: “What can be achieved by struggle in Vietnam is
good, but, because Vietnam is small and poor, limited.
Proper socialism can be achieved only in richer countries”.
SWP/IS activists would join the chants of “Ho, Ho, Ho Chi
Minh/ We shall fight and we shall win”.

Some “orthodox Trotskyists” said that the Vietnamese
Communist Party was Stalinist. This description, however,
mostly meant a “theoretical” (and sectarian-pedantic-sound-
ing) insistence that the Vietnamese CP could not be trusted to
fight the Americans adequately and might compromise.

THIRD CAMP
Could a hearing have been won for a stance of opposing
the US war, and recognising the indomitable character of
th Stalinists’ battle against US imperialism, but simulta-
neously denouncing Vietnamese Stalinism as a regime
of brutal oppression of the people by an exploitative rul-
ing group, and supporting Vietnamese workers and
peasants against both the US and Stalinism?

Yes. After the Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968,
which even the British and Italian CPs condemned, and
twelve years after Khrushchev’s denunciation of Stalin in
1956, awareness of the hideous nature of Stalinist rule was
fairly widespread. The facts about the regime in North Viet-
nam were not difficult to find.

But nobody argued that “Third Camp” view clearly. We
— the forerunners of AWL, then Workers’ Fight — didn’t do
it even halfway adequately.

Despite our sharp hostility to Stalinism in Russia and East-
ern Europe, our mistaken “inherited” theoretical formula
that the Stalinist states were “degenerated and deformed
workers’ states” misled us into thinking that revolutionary
Stalinists fighting US imperialism — as the Vietnamese were
clearly doing — must be achieving some sort of social
progress.

And we allowed ourselves to be morally intimidated by
the feeling that we owed solidarity to “revolutionary nation-
alists” fighting the allies of our own government, and must
limit criticisms and warnings so as not to complicate that sol-
idarity too much.

We wrote:
“The programme of the active democracy of workers’

councils still remains to be fought for in Indochina — and the
Communist Parties will fight not for, but against, that pro-

gramme. Workers’
democracy is not just
some ideal, inessential
finishing touch — it is
vital for any concept of
socialism beyond a
miserable bureau-
cratic-reformist level.

“Those, like the In-
ternational Marxist
Group (Red Weekly)
[“Mandelites”, fore-
runners of Socialist Re-
sistance today in
Britain and the NPA in
France] who present
the NLF and the
Khmer Rouge as revo-
lutionary proletarian
forces (with perhaps
various political weak-
nesses and confusions)
are gravely abusing
the elementary pro-
gramme of workers’
power. To say that one

should not disdain to
recognise a revolution

because it doesn’t fit the ‘norms’ is one thing; to chop those
‘norms’ down to miserable proportions for the sake of fitting
the accomplished fact, is another.

“The effect is that concepts simply lose all precise mean-
ing. The NLF or the Khmer Rouge can be characterised as
proletarian, working class forces neither on the reality of their
politics, nor on the reality of their social base, but only
through the most metaphysical constructions.

“Also in IS’s Socialist Worker... we find a quite uncritical as-
sessment of the revolutionary victories in Indochina. Given
that IS has the theory that countries like North Vietnam, or
the Soviet Union, are ‘state capitalist’, one would expect
razor-sharp criticism of the aspirant ‘state capitalist classes’ of
South Vietnam and Cambodia. Not a word of it! The term
‘state capitalism’ does not even appear in IS’s reportage on
Indochina” (Workers’ Fight 94, 28 April 1975).

We sought out and circulated the views of the exile Viet-
namese Trotskyists.

“After 1954 the VCP shifted from traditional Stalinist posi-
tions above all under the pressure of imperialism, fearing to
lose their contact with the masses. They mobilise the masses,
even including the working class — within bureaucratic lim-
its, and not permitting the autonomy of the working class.
Comrades who have been in Vietnam tell us that the VCP is
now trying to base itself on the poorest elements in the vil-
lages — all within the limits of bureaucratic control. There is
discontent among the petty bourgeoisie in Saigon who have
found their privileges curtailed, who find for example that
students from poor backgrounds have preference for entry
to university over students from more prosperous back-
grounds...

“But we affirm that... a political revolution is necessary. A
bureaucracy existed even during the war, though its privi-
leges in absolute terms were slight. It will solidify with eco-
nomic reconstruction...

“[About Cambodia] it is difficult to get information. But it
appears to be another case of the tragic results of the policy
of ‘socialism in one country’. They are trying to build a sort
of agrarian socialism”. (International Communist magazine,
no.7, March 1978).

We pointed out repeatedly that North Vietnam lacked any
democracy, and that any socialist programme in Vietnam
would find a resolute enemy, not a friend, in the Communist
Party. But we did not draw adequate conclusions from that.
We let those conclusions be smothered by “solidarity”
against the USA, and the vague (but left-consensus) belief
that Stalinist victory would bring a sort of social progress de-
spite its bad political regime.
Learning the lessons of the left’s mistakes then is an

important part of building an adequate left now. We were
more critical at the time than other would-be Trotskyists;
but our self-distancing from the general left “consensus”
about Vietnam was too timid.

Triumph and disillusion: Vietnam 1975

North Vietnamese tank rolls through the gate of the Presidential Palace, Saigon, on 30 April 1975
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Matt Cooper reviews Inequality: What can be done? by An-
thony B Atkinson (Harvard University Press, 2015)

The 970 pages of Thomas Piketty’s Capital in the Twen-
tieth Century have been summarised in the three charac-
ters: r > g.

Expanded, this means, in recent years, the rate of return on
the capital of the wealthy (r) has been greater than the rate of
growth of the economy (g); the proportion of wealth owned
by the richest becomes greater and inequality grows.

But Piketty had little to say about how this rate of return,
and thus inequality, might be reduced. His main proposal is
for a global wealth tax; but that is, in his own words, utopian.
Tony Atkinson attempts to provide an answer to inequality.
It is resolutely on the centre ground of politics; he is, after all,
Sir Tony and a long time member of government, parliamen-
tary and EU advisory bodies.

But Atkinson is well-placed to advise. He has spent his life
studying the economics of inequality and income distribu-
tion, his earliest publication, Poverty in Britain and the Reform
of Social Security, came out in 1969. In the past he has collab-
orated with Piketty, on whom he has been a major influence.
His latest work has three sections: the nature of inequality;
proposals to mitigate it; and an assessment of whether these
policies are practicable. The focus is largely on the UK.

The section on the nature of inequality draws on Piketty.
Atkinson argues that when inequality fell — from the 1930s
to the 1970s — it was the result of a number of factors includ-
ing trade unions being able to increase the working-class
share of the social product and social-democratic policies at
the level of the state redistributing some resources. The
growth of inequality from the 1970s has been associated with
systematic attacks on the unions and the welfare state.

This is a strongly-grounded analysis. Atkinson is highly
critical of mainstream economic theory, particularly its more
overtly neo-liberal variants, which largely ignore issues of in-
equality. Atkinson continues to assert, as he has for nearly
fifty years, that economics should have a greater focus on in-
equality. He argues neo-liberal ideas about how the market
should determine wage levels are to blame.

Atkinson remains in the mainstream, although his neo-
Keynesian and redistributive views makes his is a minority
voice. There is no criticism of the market economy as such.
Rather, two things are taken as axiomatic.

First, that it is human intervention through government
economic policy and the norms of corporate governance that

shape the economy. Just as neo-liberalism is at heart a polit-
ical choice the benefits the owners of property so alternative
choices that create greater social justice could be made. Sec-
ond, Atkinson takes it for granted that policies which redis-
tribute wealth and create greater equality are best. It is telling
that the basis for this view is the work of the liberal philoso-
pher John Rawls, whose Theory of Justice was first published
in 1971. There is a strong “back to the seventies” feel about
many of Atkinson’s proposals; but that was the last time
mainstream policy sought to any degree to promote social
justice, rather than the free market.

PROPOSALS
But the second part of the book, on proposals for de-
creasing inequality, is weak.

None fundamentally challenge the power of capital; they
attempt to work against the unequal outcomes that private
ownership of much of the productive forces of society cre-
ates. Atkinson is clear that inequality in contemporary Britain
is underpinned by there being a group of people who either
receive large incomes from the capital that they hold or from
multi-million pound salary packages (and, as he notes, the
two are increasingly the same people), but has no policy for
correcting this other than through taxation.

Many of the policies are desirable, for example, raising the
level of child benefit and increasing the minimum wage. But
others are much more questionable. Thus, the proposal to re-

place inheritance tax on estates, with a life-time capital re-
ceipts allowance for anyone receiving an inheritance or
equivalent gifts from the living is a recipe to cushion the
richer sections of the middle class from inheritance tax. The
proposal to establish a corporatist governmental body, the
Social and Economic Council, in which various social “stake-
holders”, including the trade unions, look at issues such as
wage rates, is reminiscent of many tripartite institutions that
were created in Britain between 1962 and 1979. Those were
much more a way of co-opting the trade union bureaucracy
than empowering the working class.

Such proposals seek to roll back the film of British politics
to a point somewhere between the Labour government’s
move away from Keynesian policy at the time of the 1976
IMF crisis and the Conservatives 1981 budget. This was when
the British state moved from moderate accommodation with
the organised working class to an attack on it. In effect, Atkin-
son proposes that state policy should return to that point and
to capitalism with a human face. It is a plea for a more Euro-
pean social market economy.

There are two problems with this.
The first is a poverty of ambition. By his own admission,

Atkinson’s proposals hope to do no more than turning
Britain from one of the more unequal European states to one
with middling inequality. When it comes to policies that
might constitute real restraint on capital, such as higher cor-
poration tax or a wealth tax on individuals, Atkinson is am-
bivalent, believing that they may be impracticable.

The second problem is one of agency. What force is going
to wind the clock back to the 1970s and march capital down
a different path? Atkinson’s answer is that this will be a com-
bination of the European Union and the force of his own ar-
guments. 

The third part of Atkinson’s book deals with the possibil-
ity that these policies are not practicable, that the state will be
unable to raise revenues in a globalised economy while re-
taining growth. Although Atkinson’s arguments are persua-
sive, the logic is dangerous: this approach makes policies to
address inequality conditional on the ability of the capitalist
system to be pliant enough to deliver them.

For example, Atkinson accepts the logic of the Laffer
Curve. Arthur Laffer suggested that there is a rate of tax that
maximises income, arguing that if tax were 100 per cent re-
ceipts would be nil (no one would have a motivation to
work), and if tax were nil then tax receipts would also be nil.
Therefore there had to be a single point between these two
extremes that maximises tax revenues, particularly for the
highest earners; he argued this point was a tax rate of around
40 per cent.

Atkinson thinks the rate might be somewhat higher, 65 per
cent, but the truth is that no-one knows. Even in this most
central policy, the degree of equality that might be obtained
is limited by the marginal rate of taxation that is consistent
with the super-rich getting out of bed to exploit the working
class.

There is a saying, often attributed to the social democratic
theoretician RH Tawney, that you may peel an onion a layer
at a time, but you cannot skin a tiger claw by claw. Atkinson
seeks to do the latter without a social force strong enough to
counter the power of the capitalist tiger.
We need to work on developing our claws and teeth to

fight that tiger and overcome it. Only then will the battle
for equality be won.

“Back to the 70s” will not reverse inequality

Expropriate the outrageous wealth of the super-rich!
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London Met UCU vote to strike
By Charlotte Zalens
UCU members at London
Met University have voted
by 67% for strikes in re-
sponse to management’s

proposal to cut over 165
jobs.

71% voted in favour of ac-
tion short of strikes. UCU
members will meet today
(Tuesday 12 May) to decide
the next steps.

Staff and students today
held a lobby of the London
Met University board of
governors meeting. 

UCU regional official
Barry Jones said: ‘Our ballot
result shows that many staff
firmly believe making more
cuts is the wrong direction
for London Metropolitan
University. This is an inner-
city university with an out-

standing record of bringing
people from disadvantaged
backgrounds into higher ed-
ucation. 
“Far from further cut-

backs, this university is in
desperate need of invest-
ment to expand access to
education.”

• Sign the petition at:
bit.ly/LDN-met

UCU members at Dundee
university struck on 5
May in a dispute over job
cuts.

Staff also earlier struck
on 28 April. Dundee uni-
versity plans to cut 120
jobs. Having already lost
55 people last year it is not
seeking to make the re-

maining 65 redundancies.
Staff at Aberdeen univer-

sity are also being balloted
over 150 proposed job
losses. 
UCU members at Ab-

erdeen university are
being balloted currently,
and the ballot closes on 8
June.

Hundreds protest library cuts
By Gemma Short
On Saturday 9 May over
400 people marched from
South Friern library in Bar-
net, to East Finchley li-
brary, then Finchley
Church End before finish-
ing at North Finchley li-
brary, to protest over
proposed cuts to library
services in the borough.

The march was joined on
the final leg, from Finchley
Church End library, to
North Finchley library, by a
double decker bus deco-
rated with union banners,
and a brass band. 

Activists in Barnet have
now completed four days of
action, marching through all

the libraries in Barnet.
The protest comes after

Unison members in Barnet
council struck on 30 April
and 1 May (as reported in
Solidarity 363). Unison have
planned more strikes for 21-
22 May and 1-2 June if the
council does not reverse its
decision to outsource up to
80% of its services.
Workers at Bromley

council continue their
strikes, and will next strike
on 19 May.

• Send messages of solidar-
ity to: Barnet —
john.burgess@barnetuni-
son.org.uk 
Bromley —
onay.kasab@unitethe-
union.org

Dave Smith, founding
member of the Blacklist
Support Group and author
of Blacklisting, spoke to
Solidarity.

Blacklisting is primarily
an industrial relations
issue, and it needs to be
fought in the workplace. 

In the past, construction
workers have walked off
site just to get blacklisted
workers onto the jobs in
the first place. This isn’t in
the dim distant past; only
last year, it happened on
major Blue Book sites [sites
covered by the terms of the
“National Agreement for
the Engineering Construc-
tion Industry”, known as
the “Blue Book”].

VICTORIES
When Frank Morris was
dismissed due to black-
listing on Crossrail in
2012, Unite threw its
weight behind the rank-
and-file campaign, and,
after a bitter year-long
industrial dispute, got
him reinstated.

But one victory has not
changed the industry, and
Crossrail remains a chal-
lenge to unions trying to
build organisation, with ac-
tivists being sacked only in
the past few weeks.

There have been historic
victories in the building in-
dustry over the past two-
three years, involving
thousands of workers.

Hopefully when Cross-
rail really starts mass re-
cruitment in the next 12-18
months, many of the new
younger activists who cut
their teeth on BESNA [the
2011 campaign against an
attempt by the major con-
struction contractors to
withdraw from collec-
tive agreements
and impose
worse terms and
conditions] will
manage to get a
job and build
genuine shop-
floor organi-
sation. We

did it in the 1990s on the
Jubilee Line, we can do it
again in 2015-16.

The High Court group
litigation involves over 500
blacklisted workers in a
class action-style case
against over 40 of the
biggest building firms in
the country. Effectively the
whole industry is on trial
for blacklisting. With the
prospect of directors of
multinational companies
and ex-undercover police
officers giving evidence, it
will be a full-on media cir-
cus.

The full trial is expected
to start in summer 2016.
The wheels of the justice
system turn at a glacial
pace.

The blacklisting cam-
paign has achieved what it
has so far because of the
solidarity of our move-
ment. Across the political
spectrum, we have been
supported in parliament,
council chambers and at
union conferences.

Big business, the police
and security services have
violated our human rights
in an illegal conspiracy
against trade unions.
Blacklisting isn’t about
3,000 building workers, it
is about whether trade
unions are free to operate
in a supposedly democratic
society. 
It stands alongside

Shrewsbury and the min-
ers’ strike as a stark re-

minder that, in the
fight between
labour and
capital, the
state is
not neu-
tral.

Fight union busting

Dave Smith, Blacklist Support Group

London Met Uniosn on May Day march

More college cuts
By Peggy Carter
UCU members at Leeds
City and Bradford col-
leges are balloting for
strikes over job cuts.

Bradford College is seek-
ing to save £8 million, put-
ting 140 jobs at risk. Leeds
City college wants to cut
wages and get rid of up to
146 staff, and bring in 166
lower-paid roles. Leeds City
college UCU says this
means the loss of one-in-
four lecturing jobs at the
college.

The cuts at Leeds City col-
lege come on top of 100 re-
dundancies that were made
in 2014. The college is now

planning on closing three
sites in Morley, Meanwood
and St Bartholomew’s. 

UCU regional official,
Julie Kelley, said: ‘Further
education colleges are expe-
riencing difficult times
thanks to big cuts in govern-
ment funding. However, the
pace and scale of the job
losses at Leeds City College
and Bradford College is as-
tonishing.
“Colleges that are expe-

riencing difficulties need
to work with us to try and
manage the situation. The
last thing we can afford is
knee-jerk job cuts that
leave a lasting legacy on
the local community.”

Reinstate Candy Udwin!
Candy Udwin, suspended
PCS rep at the National
Gallery, today (Tuesday 12
May) had her disciplinary
hearing.

PCS members and sup-
porters gathered outside the
gallery to protest during her
hearing. As Solidarity went
to press no news had been
heard about the result of her
hearing.

Workers at the gallery
have now struck for 23 days
in their dispute over privati-
sation of gallery visitor serv-
ices. Their union, PCS, is
planning a national demon-
stration against the sell-off
on Saturday 30 May, in
Trafalgar Square.

Almost 10,000 people

have signed the petition
calling for Candy’s rein-
statement and strikers have
made it very clear that they
are also striking for Candy’s
reinstatement.
• Sign the petition —
bit.ly/Reinstate-Candy

Network Rail workers in
the RMT union have voted
by an 80% majority to
strike in a dispute over
pay and job security.

The strike ballot had a
60% turnout, with 92% vot-
ing for action short of
strikes. The high turnout
and substantial majority
mean the ballot would pass
the stringent tests the Tories

propose to introduce for in-
dustrial action ballots. 

Workers have rejected a
deal which includes a one-
off, non-consolidated pay-
ment in year one, and
increases pegged to RPI in
years two, three, and four.
Under the terms of the

offer, a “no compulsory
redundancies” guarantee
would expire after 2016.

Network Rail strike vote
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An imaginary conversa-
tion with a Blairite after 7
May

Blairite: Labour has gone
too far left and must
move back to the centre
ground.
Solidarity: Like the Lib

Dems? The Lib Dems care-
fully positioned themselves
as the golden mean, the
happy medium, the
equipoise. They got
thrashed. Tories, Ukip,
SNP, Greens — all those
parties did well by coming
out with something a bit
left-field (or right-field).
Where Labour had a fully-
Blairite leader, in Scotland,
it did especially badly.
B: So you think Labour
just has to be more and
more radical, and it will
automatically win?

S: I didn’t say that. I do
say that Labour’s half-and-
half combination of vague
generalities against “preda-
tors” and for “working
people” with only small in-
tricate adjustments in ac-
tual policy (cuts, NHS, tax,
zero-hours, minimum
wage, banks) made it seem,
weirdly, both conservative
and flaky. A clear and con-
fident stand for improved
social provision and
worker rights, with higher
taxes on the rich and more
controls on the banks,
would have won more
votes.
B: Tony Blair knew how.
He won three elections
by presenting Labour as
centre-ground.

S: People wearied and
sceptical of changes intro-
duced by one party can be
swayed to another party
which promises “nor-
malcy” (US Republicans,
1920) or a “relaxed and
comfortable” future (Aus-
tralian Liberals, 1988) or
“stable government... not
inflamed by the passions of
class warfare” (Tories,
1951). In 1997, with people
fed up after 18 years of
Tory restructuring, Blair
could win support with a
spiel about a “third way”
between left and right. But
only shallow, thin-rooted

support. The centre ground
must usually belong to con-
servatives. And when peo-
ple think the economy is in
crisis — as now — they will
distrust a party which fer-
vently promises to be care-
ful and to make only
marginal changes.
B: You really think people
believed the Tories’ eco-
nomic policy?

S: No. But in disasters
and crises people turn
more to religion. Failing an
alternative, in a crisis peo-
ple will vote for a party
which seems confident and
tough, even if they can’t see
how its promises make
sense.
B: Labour appealed only
to the poor against the
rich, and disregarded the
vast middle ground.
Labour must offer more
to the “aspirers”.

S: You mean poor people
don’t aspire to success?
And want education and
health services, worker
protections, union rights,
welfare benefits to give
them a better chance? And,
indeed, “aspire” to be let
into Britain in the first
place if they are migrants
“aspiring” to escape wars,
terrorist regimes, and ex-
treme poverty?
B: I mean the higher as-
pirers.

S: Like people who aspire
to go to university? The
Blair governments did a
few things to help the poor-
est (minimum wage, tax
credits, pension credit, new
school buildings in poor
areas). But they blocked the
way for better-off sections
of the working class by
scrapping student grants,
introducing tuition fees
(1998), and raising tuition
fees (2004). Those “aspir-
ers” want a Labour Party
committed to free educa-
tion.
B: What about those who
have already graduated
from university?

S: They want worker
rights which mean they can
get good jobs, using their
education, without first
having to work for long pe-
riods unpaid as interns.

B: What about those who
already have fairly stable,
well-paid jobs?

S: They want their unions
(almost always strongest in
the stabler, better-paid sec-
tions of the working class)
to regain their rights and
their strength. They want
to be able to advance in
their jobs without endless
restructures and “perfor-
mance management”, to be
able to rent or buy homes
near their work at reason-
able rents or prices and
with security, and to get a
good pension at a reason-
able age. They also want
those things for their chil-
dren. If you want to offer
them something, go for
union rights, tenant rights,
rent control, more social
house-building... 
B: Labour has to be “pro-
business”, because good
jobs can only be created
by prosperous busi-
nesses.

S: Pro-predator, you
mean? Probably Peter Man-
delson does mean that: he
famously said he was “in-
tensely relaxed” about peo-
ple (himself included, I
think) becoming “filthy
rich”.
B: No, even Tony Blair
admits he was wrong to
neglect inequality. But
pro-business.

S: You might as well say
that to stand up for slaves
you must be pro-
slavedriver. The slaves get
fed only if the slavedriver
gives them food. Industries
would be more efficient if
workers controlled them
and the gains were not si-
phoned off into dividends,

profits, and vast pay-outs
to top bosses.
B: Like it or not, people
believe that excessive
Labour social spending
caused the economic cri-
sis.

S: But it didn’t. The profi-
teering excesses of the
banks caused the crisis.
Labour should indict the
banks and call for public
ownership and social con-
trol.
B: You’re arguing old-
style 1970s politics. Na-
tionalising the banks,
indeed!

S: But the New Labour
government did nationalise
banks — Northern Rock,
RBS, Lloyds! So did George
W Bush’s right-wing ad-
ministration in the USA.
You’re just saying that na-
tionalisation should be
with the same sort of peo-
ple continuing to run the
banks, on the same profit
criteria, with the same lack
of democratic control. Your
case comes down to saying
that democratic control is
too “old-style”.
B: I argue for Labour to
reconnect with the peo-
ple!

S: Tony Blair talked
about that. In fact he dis-
persed almost all the
150,000 new members
Labour got in 1993-7;
largely disenfranchised the
remaining members and
Labour’s bedrock, the
unions; and thus blighted
Labour’s roots.
A sound new policy can

come only from reopen-
ing labour-movement
democracy.

Why Labour lost Bob Carnegie Speaker Tour

Bob Carnegie has been at the heart of every major
workers’ struggle in Brisbane, Australia, for more
than three decades.

By trade, he is a seafarer. In 1985 his activities in soli-
darity with the South East Queensland Electricity Board
workers, sacked en masse by the right-wing state govern-
ment in a dispute over privatisation, got him arrested
nine times and jailed for three weeks.

From 1984-92 he was co-chair of Queensland Unions
Against Apartheid, and from 1995 to 2009 convenor of
the Workers’ Civil Rights campaign. From 1994 and
through the 1998 dispute, when one of Australia’s two
major port employers, Patricks, sacked all its port work-
ers in a bid to break the union, he was South Queensland
full-time organiser for the Maritime Union of Australia,
which covers seafarers and port workers.

In 1998 he resigned from his full-time union job be-
cause he could not support the deal to end the dispute,
which saved the union but made it complicit in large-
scale job losses and casualisation. He found work in con-
struction, then from 2004 to 2008 worked as a full-time
organiser for the Builders Labourers Federation.

In 2008 he resigned his full-time job to go back on the
sites. In 2010 he was excluded from a job on a gas explo-
ration rig off Western Australia (by the company putting
him on a “no-fly” list for air transport to the rig) because
of victories he had won on the rig over safety at work.

In August-October 2012 he was asked by workers on
the Queensland Children’s Hospital to help them in a
strike in which all their union representatives had ac-
cepted court orders to stay away from the site. He helped
lead that strike to victory; then the main contractor
brought 54 separate criminal charges against him, and a
civil case for damages.

The contractor dropped the charges and the civil case
only after a long campaign, in which big building sites in
Brisbane, Sydney, and Melbourne stopped work several
times.
Bob, unable to work in his trade because of his

back injuries, has recently worked for the National
Union of Workers to help cleaners, catering staff, and
other civilian workers in military bases in northern
Queensland organise.

12th — Lambeth Left Unity public meeting — bit.ly/Bob-
Lambeth
14th — 10am: Blacklist court case at the High Court,
London. 7pm: RMT Central Line East branch meeting (open
to RMT members and friends)
15th — Bristol, with Dave Smith of Blacklist Support Group
— bit.ly/UWE-CESR
18th — Liverpool with Blacklist
Support Group — 
bit.ly/Bob-Liverpool
20th — London Unite construction
branch — open to Unite members

Fighting bosses’  union busting, 
organising from the ground up!

For full details of
venues and times
see — 
bit.ly/Bob-
speaker-tour

Fighting Union Busting - LONDON PUBLIC meeting
Thursday 21 May, 7pm, Room D103, 25 Gordon Street, WC1H 0AY

Miliband: help “working people” in alliance with Bloomberg?


